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The PUTCO Strikes: a question of control
Carole Cooper

"We have been told by the Liaison Committee that the management of PUTCO
has offered a 15% increase in wages to come into effect from 1 July 1980.
We, the workers, do not know if you negotiated that for us or not.
We know you did not consult us. We know, therefore, you do not know what
our demands are for wages, or for improved conditions of service at the depots,
or how management must show more respect for the dignity of the workers."
This dissatisfaction sparked off one of the two strikes held by PUTCO bus
drivers at the Putcoton depot in the last six months of 1980. Both strikes crippled
transport to the black townships surrounding Johannesburg.
The first strike, held in July, concerned the pay issue mentioned above, as well
as union recognition, with other demands such as the transfer of a Company
official and the reinstatement of workers dismissed during the strike, emerging
later. The second strike, in December, broke out over an alleged breach of promise
by management to investigate the said official's transfer as agreed upon at the
resolution of the July strike.
Although specific grievances were articulated during the respective strikes, an
analysis of events and interviews with drivers reveal the existence of a complexity
of grievances not clearly expressed at the time.
The main thread that runs through both strikes, linking the articulated and
other grievances is worker dissatisfaction with the structures of control - both
management imposed and those arising out of the statutes governing labour relations - to which PUTCO drivers are subject.
Increasing tension amongst drivers at the Putcoton
depot related directly
to management's refusal to use worker elected bodies in dealing with workers'
grievances and their insistence instead that workers operate through the Liaison
Committee. Friction was also generated by management's frequent refusal to
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acknowledge that workers did in fact have grievances.
In accounting for the militancy amongst PUTCO workers, a further factor is
pertinent; that is the nature of their work. Driving buses has built into it a greater
independence and more responsibility than, for example, factory work. It seems
true to say that this independence makes drivers less willing to subordinate themselves to controls which they believe to be unnecessary. PUTCO drivers are also
subject to enormous pressures: they transport approximately 150 000 commuters
from the townships to central Johannesburg each day and, especially at rush hour,
operate according to tight schedules. Under these conditions impatience and
frustration at the constant policing by inspectors and the actions of the disciplinary
committee are never far from the surface.
Finally, the upsurge in worker resistance to the forms of control imposed on
them relates directly to the growing climate of militancy amongst workers in South
Africa around the question of trade union representation and expectations of
improvements in - their working conditions. In 1980 there was a rapid increase in
strikes indicating a widespread impatience amongst workers with management's
tardiness in responding to their grievances as well as a growing sense of their power
as workers.

Chronology
The July Strike

In May, PUTCO's Liaison Committee was informed by management that workers
would receive a 15% increase in wages as from July 1. At a meeting at the Diepkloof Hostel on May 28, more than 250 drivers from eight PUTCO depots as well
as representatives of the Transport and Allied Workers' Union (TAWU) an affiliate
of the Council of Unions of SA (CUSA) rejected the increase and instead demanded
a R35 per week rise. Drivers pointed to the fact that basic commodities had risen
by more than 15%. A Soweto councillor, Mr Makhanya, stated that the time had
coe for blacks to realise the power of their labour. Mr Manana, an organiser from
TAWU and a dispatcher employed by PUTCO, reported that some members of the
Liaison Committee had remained quiet at the meeting with management for fear
of victimisation- So that a report-back could be made to each depot, an Action
Committee of 22 drivers was elected.
After a number of meetings the Action Committee decided to draw up the
following memorandum and addressed it to worker representatives on the Liaison
Committee:
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE LIAISON COMMITTEE
ESTABLISHED AT PUTCO DEPOTS IN THE TRANSVAAL

SUBMITTED BY

THE WORKERS EMPLOYED BY PUTCO

I St OFFER REJECTED
We have been told by tht liaison committee representatives that
the management of Putco has offered a 151 Increase in wages to
come Into effect from ^ July 1980.
We, the workers, do not know If you negotiated that for us or not.
Wa know you did not consult us. We know, therefore, you do not
know what our demands are for wages, or for Improved conditions
of service at the depots, or how management must show more respect
for the dignity of workers.

Wa reject the 15* waga Incease.
We reject It because
*

it Is not enough

-

It doos not cover the Increase In the cost of living
It does not provide enough money for the cleaners to live.

OUR DEMANDS ARE A R35.00 PER WEEK INCREASE FOR ALL WORKERS.
There Is no proper structure at Putco through which workers can
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bargaln as a collective force.
Union.

Since 1973 Putco has fought the

Tha Union Mould hava brought forward demands.

But wa know there Is a conviction amongst the people working a t
Putco that a R35.00 Increase por waak for a l l I t to ba asked.

This

Is the amount brought up at tha meeting hold on 21 May I960 In
tha veld.

I t I t the amount confirmed at the meeting held on

26 Hay 1980 which was attended by representatives from 8 depots
and which passed a motion.

A l l workers should get the same Increase.
not perccntsl

We want Hands and cents and

Only In this way w i l l the people l i v i n g In poverty

be brought out of poverty.

An increase In percentages {%) pushes

the lower paid workers deeper Into poverty*

THE POVERTY U V t L
The Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce, a management organization has
calculated that an average Black family of five people needs over
R200,00 per month to l i v e on the minimum l e v e l .
This means a cleaner at Putco should get over R200,00 per month or
more than R50.00 per week.

The Putco wages with a 15$ Increase Is

only R39.68 per week, but with e R35.99 Increase Is R69.50- per week.

The following table shows the difference between the rate offered by
management and the rate demanded by worker*:
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-3PUTCO WAGE SCALES
i

Scale

Starting Rata
as at
July 1979

Rate demanded
by workers

Rate offered
by Management

( *R35tOO)

< •m)

Rand
Difference

21

72.50

107-50

63.38

24.12

20

72.00

107.00

82.80

24.20

19

70.00

105.00

80.50

24.50

18

66.00

101.00

75.90

25.10

17
16

62.50

97.50

71.88

25.62

59.00

94.00

67.85

26.15

15

57.00

92.00

65.55

26.45

14

55.50

90.50

13
12

54.00

89.00

63.83
62.10

26.67
26.90

52.00

87.00

59.80

27.20

11

51.00

86.00

58.65

27-35

10

49-50

84.50

56.93

27.57

9

47.00

82.00

5*. 05

27.95

e

^5.50

80.50

52.33

28.17

7

43.00

78.00

49.45

23.55

6

41.00

76.00

47.15

:8.B5

5

39.50

74.50

45.43

29.07

4

37.50

72.50

*3.»3

29.37

3
2

36.00

71.00

41.40

29.60

3*».50

69.50

39.68

29.82

37.38

30.12

*

1

J2.J0

67.50

The liaison committee members must get the Increase the workers want.
a report back f r o * each representative at each depot by 26 June 1980.

Ve wane
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k.

OTHER MATTERS
Ue have a number of problem* at Putco. Our problems are that we
have no latter of appointment, no condition* of service. Inadequate
work facilities, no security of employment, a constantly threatening
attitude from the public, no adequate grievance procedure end no
appeal from the Putco Imposed disciplinary procedure.
We need to bring all these and other matters after the page Issue
-has been settled to the urgent attention of management also.

PREPARED BY:

Transoort and Allied Workers' Union
47 Estromln House
Slmmonds Street
JOHANNESBURG.

DATE:

11 June 1980.

<
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Over 200 copies of the memorandum were distributed on June 11 and over
70% of workers signed the petition which accompanied it. By June 26, however,
no report back had been made by Liaison Committee members.
At this point management stated that they had heard of the memorandum,
but as they had received no official approach there was no dispute. Mr C Bailey,
a senior executive, wrote a letter to the Union asking for information as to its
bona fides. The Action Committee sent a replying letter through TAWU to management on June 26 stating that workers rejected the Liaison Committee, and referred
to the memorandum. The letter gave the names of the 22 members of the Action
Committee and requested that a delegation comprising Union officials, representatives of the Action Committee and workers meet management on June 30.
The Action Committee stated in a press release that the purpose of the meeting
would be to finalise wage negotiations and commence negotiations for a Union
recognition agreement.
PUTCO, however, refused to meet the workers' delegation. Instead, on June
30, it called in members of the Liaison Committee. At this meeting management
stated that it would not consider the wage demand and denied reports that the
workers were unhappy with the increase. Workers were angered by management's
rejection of their Committee, and a general meeting was held on July 2 at the
Diepkloof hostel to discuss events. It was attended by more than 400 drivers from
the West and East Rand. The workers decided that one man would collect his
pay on Thursday (pay day) and if it contained a 15% instead of a R35 increase
he would not accept it. They decided that they would go to the
Putcoton
depot the next day (July 3) and ask to see Mr A Carleo, the Managing Director.
The majority of workers favoured going on strike if Carleo refused to meet them.
Despite workers' attempts to see management, Brigadier Visser, PUTCO's public
relations officer, stated that the Company had had no formal approach from
the workers for talks.
More than 600 drivers struck on July 3 when Carleo refused to meet them.
Mr Vorster, a depot manager, addressed the drivers and stated that Mr Carleo was
not prepared to meet them, but was prepared to talk to the Liaison Committee.
This was rejected by the workers. A similar suggestion by the Department of
Manpower Utilisation's black labour officer was hotly rejected. Finally, the Action
Committee met with the officer, Mr Lindeman. It called for the reinstatement of
an Action Committee member dismissed on the 3rd and the dismissal of Mr Vorster
as workers were dissatisfied with his handling of industrial relations. The Committee suggested that Mr Bailey speak to the workers. In his address he conceded
that the dismissed worker would be reinstated and Mr Vorster's case looked into.
He appealed to workers to return to work. Workers rejected this and were then
told to go'home. By 6.30 pm all had left. Management stated that those workers
who did not report to work the following day would be dismissed.
On the 4th the strike spread to Springs and'80 drivers who demanded wage
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increases were paid off when they refused to resume work. Meanwhile
Putcoton
workers remained out. Mr Bailey met the Action Committee at 10 am. The drivers
agreed to return to work after Mr Bailey had signed the following statement:
'It has been agreed that the Action Committee will be meeting with Mr Bailey
on Monday morning (7th) at 10 am to listen to the grievances of staff, at Wynberg Training Centre, It is also agreed that all drivers will be paid for Thursday
and Friday. No one will be discharged or victimised and anyone who has been
imprisoned will be released.'
It was understood that the drivers had accepted the 15% wage increase "under
protest".
Mr Wilson Manana, organiser of TAWU and member of the Action Committee,
stated that one of the reasons for accepting the settlement was the suffering the
strike was causing the black community. It was estimated that when the strike
broke out more than 150 000 commuters were affected and 30% of PUTCO's
fleet grounded. The Railways laid on 17 extra trains which carried an estimated
39 000 commuters. Seven of these travelled to Soweto. There were reports of
police baton charging crowds of commuters who congregated at PUTCO bus
stops, and sections of Jeppe, Bree, Fraser and West Streets were closed. Security
police were also present. It was furthermore reported that taxi drivers, taking
advantage of stranded commuters, charged exorbitant fares.
On the evening of the 5th, the Action Committee met and prepared a 9-point
document which they were to present at the meeting. Points raised were:
- that PUTCO recognises the Transport and Allied Workers' Union as the negotiating body of PUTCO workers;
- a grievance and disciplinary procedure should be agreed upon and signed by
both parties;
- shop stewards be recognised;
- shop stewards and Union members be given time off during working hours
without loss of pay to attend and hold meetings;
- trade union notice boards be set up at all depots;
- the Company give assurances that no workers will be victimised for Union
and other activities;
- before the end of August an agreement covering working conditions, job security
and accident insurance coverage be entered into between the Union's negotiating
team and PUTCO.
Other items were: the transfer of the depot superintendent, Mr Vorster; wage
increases; and the reinstatement of all PUTCO employees. The talks on the 7th
and 8th between the Action Committee and management ended in deadlock on the
pay issue. PUTCO agreed, however, to recognise a trade union provided that it
was furnished with the necessary particulars. It also agreed to reinstate all workers
who had been dismissed during the strike, and to investigate the position of Mr
Vorster. At this stage the Action Committee agreed to hand over the union recog-
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nition issue to TAWU.
As PUTCO and the workers failed to settle the pay issue, a formal dispute was
declared. In terms of the law, the passenger transport sector is an "essential"
industry and it is illegal for workers employed in such industry to strike. In terms
of section 10 of the Black Labour Relations Regulation Act, if a dispute breaks
out it has to be referred to the Department of Manpower Utilisation's labour
officer. If he fails to settle the issue, it goes to the Regional Committees, and
lastly to the Wage Board. After investigations, the Board makes a recommendation
to the Minister who declares it binding in terms of the Act.
The workers' anger was again aroused when it became apparent that attempts
were being made to bypass the Action Committee in the negotiations. The Committee was excluded from talks on July 22 between the Liaison Committee and
the Regional Black Labour Committees. Liaison Committee members refused to
continuethe meeting until Action Committee members were present As a result
the Action Committee was instructed to attend the talks on the 23rd.
Other action had been taken against this Committee - management had refused
to allow it to hold a report-back meeting on Company premises on the 13th. As a
result, the meeting was held in the Diepkloof hostel on the 16th. Members of the
Action Committee, Mr Obed Mofokeng and Lucky Mamobolo, were interrogated
by security police on the 17th July and another member, Mr Aubrey Hlatshwayo
was questioned on the 18th July. There were reports that a rival union, the TUCSA
affiliated 'parallel*, African Transport and Allied Workers* Union was being asked
to try to recruit members at PUTCO. During the second week in July, an organiser
from ATAWU who appeared at the Baragwanath depot to organise workers stated
he had been sent there by one of PUTCO's directors.
Workers soon started to chafe at the slowness of the negotiations, and on the
15th August a secret meeting of about 200 drivers decided to strike on August 18.
This action was averted when members of the Action Committee appealed to
workers to abandon the idea as it would jeopardise negotiations between the
Union and management over union recognition. On the 18th,hundreds of drivers
signed a petition demanding the removal of two officials, Mr Voster and a Mr
Burns whom they said were causing unhappiness amongst the drivers because of
their attitudes. The drivers claimed that the officials were rude and often 'booked 1
them when they were only five minutes late for work. Management denied that
they had received any such petition.
After a meeting between the Central Black Labour Board and the Action Committee ended in deadlock on August 20, the dispute was referred to the Minister
of Manpower Utilisation in order that the matter be submitted to the Wage Board.
At the request of the Action Committee, the chairman of the Central Black Labour
Board, Dr G Louw, addressed workers in Orlando on August 21 since workers were
becoming increasingly frustrated at the delay in resolving the issue. He told drivers
that they should not think that nothing was beirrg done to redress their grievances
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and resolve the dispute. Workers complained that the demands for R35 a week
seemed to have been shelved and that their demands for the removal of two PUTCO
officials (Mr Burns and Mr Vorster), who were allegedly harassing workers, had
not been met. A plea by Mr Manana for them to remain calm again averted a
further strike.
Building up to the second strike
Feelings again ran high when management fired and transferred a number of
drivers. TAWU shop stewards met on September 17th to discuss the issue. Mr Hall
defended the dismissals saying that they had been caused by breaches in discipline
and 'not by discrimination against people for union or other activities.' He acknowledged that there was dissatisfaction amongst the workers, but that there was nothing he could do about the Government's dispute settling machinery.
The Action Committee was asked to give written evidence to the Wage Board
by October 17th. Mr Michael Mcethe and Mr Wilson Manana, both members of the
Committee, were nominated to give oral evidence.
The drivers, in their written evidence to the Wage Board, had asked for a R25
a week increase. However, at the Wage Board hearing, they stuck to their old
demand for a R35 a week increase, backdated to July. In their memorandum,
the Union and Committee repeated their rejection of a wage increase measured
in percentage terms arguing that this would mean that the lowest paid workers
would lose out, 'and they are living on starvation wages'.
They stated that the increase would bring drivers' wages into line with those
paid by the Johannesburg City Council's Transport Department. The memo also
argued that PUTCO could afford the increase. The Company's bookkeeping methods were 'conservative'which meant that Instead of showing a profit, large amounts
are costed out at unnecessarily high figures'.
The Government subsidised PUTCO and if the Company could not afford the
increase it should step in. The memo argued that it was not for PUTCO workers to
have to subsidise the transport costs of passengers. Management told the Board
that any increase would be passed on to passengers in the form of higher fares.
In the meantime negotiations between management and TAWU on union recognition were proceeding.
After negotiations between PUTCO and the Union in early September, PUTCO
agreed to allow officials of the Union access to its depots for Union work provided
that: the meetings did not interfere with the efficient running of the Company;
only a few workers were addressed at one time; and the divisional manager was
informed about the meetings.
A further meeting on the 9th September held between the Company representatives and a delegation from TAWU yielded good progress. A sub-committee
was to draft the agreement. Mr Wilson Manana stated that TAWU had insisted
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that the Company's grievance and disciplinary procedures be completely changed
before the agreement came into force. TAWU opposed the indaba system at the
Company, whereby complaints and disciplinary procedures were handled by a
body composed of management and Liaison Committee members.
TAWU demanded that the indaba system be completely scrapped at depots
where the Union was recognised and that disciplinary and grievance procedures
should be routed through the Union only. In this they differed from the Transport
and General Workers' Union (a FOSATU affiliate) which, towards the end of 1980,
gained recognition from PUTCO to represent workers in the Springs depot. The
TGWU agreement allows the disciplinary system to remain in existence, but gives
shop stewards the right to bypass the indaba and go directly to management should
a grievance arise.
In the meanwhile, anger over the actions of Mr Vorster and the disciplinary
system was simmering. On December 17 an Action Acommittee member was to
appear before the indaba. The worker, a Mr Obed Mofokeng had allegedly issued
'dummy' tickets to passengers. This together with the fact that the Company
had failed to investigate worker demands for Mr Vorster's transferral added to
workers' dissatisfaction.
During the morning the drivers discussed the issue in the canteen. Before midday
two separate delegations were sent to see Mr Hall, but both were turned back by
Mr Vorster who told them that Hall was in a meeting. They were instructed to
channel their grievances through the Liaison Committee. By this time about 200
drivers who had completed their morning shifts were in the canteen. Feelings
were running high.
At about 1 pm, Hall sent an Action Committee member, Mr Michale Mcethe, to
see the drivers to find out what was going on. The drivers informed him that they
wanted Mr Vorster 'to go'. They no longer wanted Vorster to deal with the drivers.
Mr Mcethe then reported back to Mr Hall and returned to the drivers at about
1.30 pm, informing them that management wanted to see a delegation of their
representatives. Workers immediately elected a delegation of eight who went to
see Hall at about 2 pm. The delegation informed Hall of the drivers' demand that
this depot manager should be transferred. Hall made it clear that he would not
remove Vorster and stated that he wanted a document from each driver giving
reasons why they wanted him dismissed. He also refused to accede to a request that
Vorster be sent home for the day so that the situation could be defused. He allegedly stated that the real reason for workers' dissatisfaction related to Obed Mofokeng's case and that the drivers were using Mr Vorster as an excuse. The drivers
denied this and assured him that the matter related to the issue of Mr Vorster
and management's failure to carry out its promise given to workers in July that the
matter would be investigated. Hall also said that he had heard from his informers
that there was going to be a strike, although the delegation had at no time mentioned this. All shifts were still operating at that time.
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At about 2.30 pm the delegation returned to the yard below Mr Hall's office
and informed the gathered workers, who now numbered about 300, of what
Mr Hall had said. Angry workers called on ..the delegation to return to Mr Hall
and again demand Vorster's transferral/dismissal. This the delegation did only
to meet with a further refusal. The delegation then requested Mr Hall to inform
the assembled drivers of his decision. Hall appeared on the balcony with Mr Michael
Mcethe and the delegation. Mcethe told them that the matter of Mr Vorster would
be discussed by management and the Action Committee of TAWU on Friday
December 19. Workers rejected this as well as a further suggestion by Hall that
the meeting be held on Thursday. Workers wanted immediate action. Hall then
attempted to pacify the workers by telling them that their pay increases would
be gazetted on Friday. Workers said they were not concerned about money, but
about Mr Vorster.
At this stage inspectors instructed all drivers to bring their buses into the depot
after which the gates were locked. Rain then disturbed the meeting and it was
agreed that the workers should meet management the following day at 10am.
Workers arriving the next day found that the gates were still locked and manned
by senior black staff and about 20 police. On attempting to enter the gate, workers
were instructed to sign re-employment forms. Two black employees then attempted
to distribute forms to the crowd. In order to do this they had to cross the street
to the drivers who pelted them with cold drink cans, forcing them to retreat.
No driver accepted these forms which stated that the workers had been dismissed and could reapply for work whereupon their cases would be considered.
A police officer then informed the crowd that they must sign the document or
disperse within 10 minutes. Workers left in a tense mood because the 10 am.
meeting had not been held as arranged. On December 19th drivers congregated
at the DOCC Hall near Putcoton and a decision was taken to elect another
delegation of five to go to management. Nothing had been heard from management
about the meeting which had been arranged for the previous day. When the delegation saw Hall, he asked them why they had not returned to work on Thursday.
The drivers told him that he must have known that the gates were locked. He
then said that they had been fired on Wednesday and had to sign the re-engagement
form if they wanted to work. He said that some drivers would never be re-employed
and referred to a list which the delegation was not allowed to see. He informed one
of the representatives that he was on the list. Delegates reported back to the drivers
and on their instructions returned to Hall to ask him to release the list. He refused.
On the 19th new minima for workers in the Passenger Transport Service were
published in the Government Gazette as a result of the Wage Board investigation.
The wage scales came into effect immediately. Learner bus drivers' wages increased
from R39,50 to R50, queue marshallers from R37,50 to R43 and a driver's wage
from R75 to R90. (See Appendix 2 for all categories.) PUTCO hinted strongly at
possible fare increases as a result of the new minima.
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By the 22nd, 380 of the 780 workers on strike had returned to work. That the
majority had not returned was due to the fact that the strike was not over the pay
increases, but over the issue of Mr Vorster.
On December 22nd a meeting took place between management, worker representatives and Mr Loet Douwes-Dekker, a lecturer Industrial Relations at Wits
who is an adviser to TAWU. Two statements were signed. One stated that:
- 'ex-employees' could apply for work without the loss of their accumulated
service benefits;
- those employees not re-engaged had the right to have their cases reviewed by
the Indaba committee before Monday December 29. A TAWU representative
would be present.
- should the indaba dismiss any person, he had the right to appeal to the divisional
manager, and have a further appeal to the area executive whose decision would
be final.
The second statement confirmed that recognition would be granted to the
Union as soon as it could substantiate majority membership. At that stage the
mutually agreed upon disciplinary and grievance procedures would come into
operation.
Copies were made and give to a worker representative who read the statements
at midday on December 22nd to workers at the DOCC Hall.
The executive of TAWU nominated Mr Loet Douwes Dekker and Mr P Camay,
general secretary of the Council of Unions of SA to represent them at the indaba.
However, on their arrival at the PUTCO offices on the 29th, they were informed
by Hall that PUTCO had received a legal opinion that TAWU observers meant
persons who were members of TAWU. As Messrs Douwes Dekker and Camay were
not members, he could not allow them to attend the indaba. When challenged, he
stated that he had received instructions from Mr Carleo to enforce the legal interpretation. Mr Douwes Dekker spoke to Carleo on the telephone and was informed
that, as the indaba was a domestic matter, no outsiders could attend.
The workers felt insecure and unhappy about participating in the indaba proceedings without the two men since their decision to take part had been based
on the fact that they would be present. However, the workers decided to attend
as they considered it was the best way of ensuring the resumption of their work.
At the indaba on December 29th, 46 appeals were heard of which 19 were
granted and 27 dismissed. After proceedings to the higher review, 15 workers were
refused re-employment. Of these, six were members of the Action Committee; all
were members of the Union and four were of a group of seven arrested by the
police during the strike and held for 3—4 days.
A decision was taken to argue their cases in the Industrial Court. The 15 intended making an application for an order declaring their dismissals to be null and
void; that they were entitled to their wages; and declaring certain of PUTCO's
actions unfair labour practises in terms of the Industrial Conciliation Act. These
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included PUTCO's failure to investigate Vorster's transfer, to hold a meeting at
10 am. on December 18th with worker representatives; the applicants' dismissals;
suspension from work; the non-payment of their wages; illegal deductions from
their wages, from December 17th 1980; the manner in which the indaba procedure
was conducted; PUTCO's attempt to force the applicants to sign an application for
re-employment on December 18th; and their victimisation of six applicants in terms
of the Industrial Conciliation and Wages Act.
At the time of writing a decision had been taken not to go ahead with the
Court case as a result of a recent ruling in the Industrial Court. The ruling closed
the way for applicants seeking urgent redress to be able to appeal first to the
Industrial Court .As a result cases would initially have to go to the Industrial Council
or Conciliation Board. The result of this is that the PUTCO drivers' case will now be
considered by the Conciliation Board.
Commentary
What is revealed through an analysis of the PUTCO strikes is that the major
source of ongoing conflict at the Company lies in the nature of control exercised
over the drivers and their dissatisfaction with this control.
Control takes two forms : firstly, the application of state machinery; that is in
laws governing the holding of strikes, the resolution of conflict and negotiating
procedures for black workers; and secondly PUTCO's own internal disciplinary
procedure. Both these systems proved in their own way to be unacceptable to
PUTCO drivers. Management's intransigence in the face of worker frustration
resulting from this control led to workers expressing their dissatisfaction in probably
the only way remaining open to them — through striking. The linking factor in
both these systems of control is the Liaison Committee which, at PUTCO, serves
a dual function: that of a negotiating body as provided for in terms of the Black
Labour Relations Regulation Act; and of a court of law within PUTCO's own
disciplinary framework.
The failure of liaison Committees as negotiating bodies is now widely accepted.
PUTCO management's failing was to believe that its liaison Committee could
adequately fulfil that function. It is also obvious that its importance within the
disciplinary structure meant that management was loath to change the system. This
is borne out by PUTCO's determination over the years to maintain this system in
the face of constant worker demands for a trade union, or failing this for management to deal with the workers' own elected Action Committee.
Worker Representation:
PUTCO's reluctance to accord any recognition to worker representatives may
be traced back to the 1972 strike (See Appendix 1). This strike led to the formation of the Transport and Allied Workers' Union in 1973. When told in 1972 that
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such a Union would be formed, PUTCO management responded by saying that a
union was not required and that management could look after the needs of the
workers. In order to undermine this initiative, management announced that it
would introduce in-Company committees as an alternative to the Union. The
Company established advisory committees in each depot as well as a co-ordinating
committee. The Action Committee — the workers' own elected body — refused
to be intimidated and continued with plans to establish a Union.
From the outset, worker confidence in the Liaison Committee as a negotiating
body was low and it became increasingly apparent over the years that it was merely
an arm of management. According to the constitution, the election of liaison
Committee representatives are supposed to take place once a year. Workers hold,
however, that this procedure is often not followed, and in 1980, they claim, management nominated members to the Committee. Worker disillusionment with the
Committee is especially revealed in their memorandum submitted before the July
strike last year. In the memorandum, workers criticise the Committee for having
accepted the 15% increase without having consulted them.
Throughout the course of the July strike, management attempted to undermine
worker initiatives. One tactic used to achieve this was their insistence that workers
channel their grievances through the Liaison Committee and their refusal to deal
with the workers' own representatives. Management's decision to meet the Liaison
Committee rather than the Action Committee before the first strike had the effect
of exacerbating tensions to a point where a strike was inevitable. It is significant
that workers returned to work when management, as a result of continued worker
resistance to accepting the Liaison Committee as a negotiating body, agreed finally
to meet the Action Committee. As may be seen from events during the second
strike, however, this did not indicate a permanent acceptance by management of
the Action Committee, an acceptance which could have led to a restructuring of
relations between workers and management. Instead, when successive delegations
approached PUTCO in order to discuss their grievances, they were instructed to
channel them through the Liaison Committee. Workers argue that management's
successive refusals to meet their delegates during the morning of December 3rd
allowed worker dissatisfaction to escalate to such a degree that nothing short of
radical and swift action by management to meet their demands could have avoided
the confrontation which occurred.
There is little doubt, however, that the first strike jolted management into an
awareness that unless they worked towards union recognition it would become
increasingly difficult to contain worker dissatisfaction. Their decision after the
first strike to recognise a union in principle must be seen in this context as well
as that of the increasing willingness amongst South African employers arrd the
state to move towards an acceptance of the legitimacy of black trade unions.
Negotiations between TAWU and management however, proved to be too
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protracted to override workers' frustration over other issues — for example on
the length of time taken for the wage dispute to be resolved, management's failure
to examine the case of Mr Vorster's transfer and other issues. The main stumbling
block to union recognition was management's refusal to agree to a change in the
Company's disciplinary and grievance procedure before signing the agreement.
The Union, however, felt that this was an essential prerequisite to signing the
agreement as the system was one of the main sources of dissatisfaction amongst
the workers. Worker disillusionment with progress on union recognition was clearly
expressed by their decision not to go through the Union when the second confrontation with management occurred. Drivers stated that management "was
using" TAWU and that "everything was going too slowly". "We felt we should
do everything ourselves."
PUTCO, however, has used the holding of the second strike to question the
Union's ability to lead the workers.
Such a question demonstrates a singular lack of understanding on management's
part of the depth of worker frustration with their working conditions. It also
flies in the face of the successful attempts made by the Union to avert strike action
by workers on at least two other occasions in the months between the two strikes.
It further raises the question of management's own sincerity in wishing to recognise
TAWU.
+

Dissatisfaction with the Formal Dispute Procedures
Worker discontent was not only directed at the Liaison Committee system, but
also at the formal dispute procedure provided for in terms of the Black Labour
Relations Regulation Act. Six months elapsed between the time when a formal
dispute over the wage issue was declared and when the new minima were published
in the Government Gazette.
To workers, anxious to gain increases which meet the rising cost of living, such
a delay seems unnecessary and arouses suspicions, as occurred in this case, that the
stalling was deliberate. In more general terms this kind of delay engenders in
workers a disregard for statutory procedures which govern their work situations.
Workers also complained that the increases, small as they were, were hardly worth
the wait. Complaints were made that some workers' salaries remained unchanged
as they were already receiving wages above the increased minima.
The 'Indaba' System
One of the main sources of dissatisfaction at PUTCO lies in the Company's
disciplinary or indaba system. In terms of this system stringent controls govern
drivers in the execution of their duties.
PUTCO's policing of drivers is carried out by inspectors, two being allotted to
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each driver. According to set procedure, if an inspector feels that a driver has infringed the rules, he submits a report on the incident to the supervisor. The supervisor makes out a report form in triplicate, the driver signs the form and is given
a copy. The form is then attached to the driver's personal file which is passed to
the depot superintendent. He decides whether the case should be dealt with by the
indaba committee or not. If the case does not go to the indaba the superintendent
may drop the case or have a talk with the worker.
If the case goes before the indaba, an instruction slip is made out informing
the worker that he must attend, and he signs to this effect. Alternatively, the
worker signs next to his name on a list to show that he has been summoned to
attend. The chairman of the indaba is either the depot superintendent or the
divisional manager. The case is read out to the worker and if he disagrees with it,
he may call witnesses. The worker is entitled to cross examine any witness. At the
end of the case the chairman askes the indaba whether or not the members have
any comments. He then announces his finding which is filed in the worker's personal
file. The worker may appeal against the finding of the chairman first to the divisional manager and then the area executive.
Workers complain that this system is far from just. They allege, for example,
that inspectors are generally management's 'informers' who will report them
unnecessarily or misconstrue events. They feel that this treatment is meted out
to drivers whom management dislikes. Workers also question the fairness of the
indaba committee which meets at 9.30 every Tuesday to hear cases against workers.
The committee comprises members of the Liaison Committee, generally two or
three workers and is chaired by management. Workers see members of the Liaison
Committee as management 'stooges' and allege that they are not given fair hearings.
Workers state that at the indaba their records going back five or six years may be
checked and all infringements taken into account in the chairman's decision. They
point out that their good conduct is overlooked. One driver mentioned, for example,
that he had pointed out to management that he had risked his life for PUTCO by
driving buses into Soweto during the '76 uprising,-to which management answered
that PUTCO was not looking for favours.
Claims of the lack of justice at the indaba committee meeting were made in
particular by the 15 drivers currently appealing against their dismissal. They allege,
inter alia, that decisions on their cases were taken before they were admitted to
the room; and that they were not given a chance to call witnesses as is set out in
the document on disciplinary procedure.
One of the specific grievances running through both strikes centred on workers*
dissatisfaction with Mr Vorster,
depot manager and chairman of the indaba
committee at PUTCOTON. Workers felt that his response to grievances was unsympathetic and uncompromising. They allege that he often prejudged issues at
the indaba thus ruling out the possibility of the worker concerned having a fair
hearing.
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It was management's breach in the undertaking given to workers as part of
the agreement following the July strike that they would examine Mr Vorster's
case which became the focus of the second strike. There is little doubt that workers'
discontent with Mr Vorster was linked in broader terms to their general discontent
with the entire disciplinary system at the Company.
General Grievances
Although specific grievances were mentioned during both strikes, it is evident
that PUTCO drivers are also dissatisfied with general working conditions at PUTCO.
They feel that although their jobs are highly pressured due to tight schedules,
management makes no allowances for mistakes. Some complaints centre on time.
They cite, for example, that they are given 10 minutes after signing on for a shift
to get their tickets set up and the bus on the road. Failure to do this may lead to
a "booking'. To avoid this they come in earlier and prepare for the shift in their
own time.
Drivers complain that they are forced to do overtime as PUTCO is short of
drivers. They may not choose when to work this overtime, with the result that a
driver whose first shift starts at 3 am and day ends at 1 pm may find himself
doing a compulsory overtime shift in the evening and arriving home at 10 or 11 pm
at night only to start the following day at 3 am.
Drivers are also embittered at having to reimburse the Company when money
is stolen. They furthermore allege that when they are responsible for an accident
management forces them to sign a stop order so that amounts may be deducted
from their pay to meet the costs on court proceedings.
Other complaints relate to the safety on the job. Attacks by 'tsotsis* are frequent
and drivers state that they are forced to complete shifts even if their buses are
stoned as occurs frequently in the rough areas of Soweto such as Zola. They are
also angered by what they perceive to be management's indifference to both their
safety and that of their passengers. Complaints about defective brakes and faulty
doors are often ignored, they allege. They find themselves in a catch-22 situation:
if they complain about a defective bus,they are accused of not wanting to work;
if they work and have an accident they are blamed for not having informed management of the defective bus. Either way they may have to appear before an indaba.
Workers are also dissatisfied with the Company's system of promotion. They
claim that management generally promotes compliant workers ('dummies') and
not 'clear' (i.e. perceptive) workers who may be less open to co-optation. They
state, as well, that while serving the required three month probationary period,
workers are paid at their old pay rates. Sometimes 18 months go by and a promoted
worker is still receiving his old pay. Grievances regarding anomalies in pay scales
between drivers are also widespread.
What angers workers most about the situation is that their complaints on these
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issues are ignored, or they are earmarked as troublemakers or instigators and
required to appear before the indaba.
Conclusion
The PUTCO strikes clearly show that worker dissatisfaction with the indaba
system at the Company has reached such a pitch that unless management shows a
willingness to change the system entirely, continued labour unrest is likely to be
prevalent.
Furthermore, PUTCO workers have shown that they will no longer work through
the Liaison Committee and that they are determined that the union of their choice
should be recognised by management. Indications of PUTCO's paternalistic attitude
to the question of worker representation were given when management stated after
the July strike that they (i.e. management) would decide which unions would be
allowed to represent the workers. There were also management attempts to foist
the Tucsa union on the workers. It has been widely shown that bodies (unions or
otherwise) chosen by management to represent workers rarely gain their confidence and, therefore, rarely fulfill in any sense a true negotiating function.
The PUTCO strikes also amply illustrate the need for a greater willingness on
management's part to deal with worker grievances promptly. Intransigence such
as that shown by PUTCO management in both strikes can only lead to greater
frustration and impatience on the part of workers. The PUTCO drivers feel strongly
that if management had dealt more speedily with their grievances on December
17th then that particular strike need never have taken place.

Appendix 1
The 1972 Strike
On the 4th June 1972, over 300 bus drivers employed by the Public Utility Transport
Company were arrested during a sit-in strike in Johannesburg in protest against a wage offer
of 3%. The following day 40 drivers presented themselves at John Vorster Square and asked
to be locked up with the others as a demonstration of solidarity. All the drivers were released
after three days, since their services were essential for the daily transport of 120 000 black
workers. They were charged in terms of the Riotous Assemblies Act for breaking a contract
of employment which would deprive the public of transport. More than R7 000 was collected
by the Action Committee for legal representation.
The government withdrew the charges and PUTCO granted increases. Starting wages for
drivers were increased by 28% to R35 per week and drivers with seven years experience were
granted increases of 42% - R44 per week. With the assistance of the Urban Training Project,
the Action Committee set out to form a union. In February 1973 the Transport and Allied
Workers Union was established.
(From L. Douwes-Dekker - 'The PUTCO-TAWU Case Study')
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Appendix 2

STAATSKOERANT, 19 DESEMBER 19S0
—r=

No. H 2629
19 December 1980
BLACK LABOUR RELATIONS REGULATION
ACT. 1953
ROAD PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION TRADE,
WITWATERSRAND AND PRETORIA.—ORDER
i. Slephanus Pctro& Botha. Minister of Manpower
Utilisation—
(t) hereby, in terms of section 11 (6) of the Black
Labour Relations Regulation Act, 1953, determine
that (he provisions of the Order made by me in
terms of section II (4) of thai Act in respect of the
Road Passenger Transportation Trade, and which
appears in the Schedule hereto, shall be binding with
effect from the date of publication of this notice
upon all employers and employees who arc affcc(ed
thereby: and
(b) hereby, in lerms of section 14 (1) declare that
the provision* of the said Order shall, with effect
from the date of publication of this notice mutatis
mutandis apply in respect of persons, who are
employees as defined in the Industrial Conciliation
Act. 1956.
S, P. BOTHA Minister of Manpower Utilisation.
SCHEDULE
I. AREA AND SCOPE OF THE ORDER
Th« Order shall Apply to ill ibe employer* and all their
employee* m the Mafatchal Districts of Boksburg. Germiston. Johannesburg. Pretoria. Roodepcort. Springs and
Wondcrboom and m the Municipal Area of Sandton to whom
Wage Determination 373. Road Passenger Transportation
Trade. Certain Areaa. ta applicable
2+ REMUNERATION
The minimum wafe which an employer shall pay lo each
member or ihc undermeniioncd classes of hii employcca shall
be as act out hereunder:
fa) Employee* other than casual employees;
I t a * Jlf
av*ar

Par avafc

R
Artisan...

125,00

Assistant foreman
Assistant uoreman
Buidnver

125 00
oo
?g oo

fi

—

N o . 7335
•

17
1

AaaV/rac

Arms
/art***

R
Bu* dnver<c«ductor
Charatthand
Chauffeur
Ch«dur;r«fulator
dark—
durmg ihe ftrst year of capertence
dunng Ihe second year of e*penenccdunni the third year of eapencne*
during the fourth year of experience
thereafter
Conductor
Deap«cher
; : v
Driver of a motor vehicle
Duty-bus driver
Iranian
General weaker, mak—
IS years of M B or over

under II yean of aft
General worker, female
Grade A employe*
Handyman
Inspector
Inspector's assrstam
Learner bus driver
Pan-lime bus driver

».00
43.00
tOM
54.00
4S.2J
53.06
62.30
66.92
76,16
46.00
76.00
«,W
78.00
>»>00
>9,00

29.20
31.20
44.00
g . «
»*Jg
52.00
» t »
64.00

Premier

46.00

Queue rmrahalkr
Recorderdonna the rVm year of experience
during ihe second year of experience
thereafter

43,00
48.00
52,00
» - «

Repair-shop assistant—

dunnt the fust year of experience.
52.00
thereafter
» . «
Senior inspector
115,00
Shunnni dnvtr
62,w
Ticket eMimnec
44.00
Watchman
45.00
Employee not specifically mentioned elsewhere..••
45.00
(b) Cmuai empfoyeei—A casual employe* shall be paid in
respect of every day or p a n of a day of employment not kae
than one-fifth of the • p e k l y w i f e preaenbed for an employee
to the aame area and W the tame sea who performs the same
data of work as the caaual employee a required to do:
Provided that—
(i) where the employer require* a casual employe* to
perform the work of a eiaaa of employee for whom w i | e *
oo a n * A | acale arc preaenbed. the expreaaion "weekly
wage" shall mean the weekly wage preaenbed for a qualified employee of that eta***
fM where the employer require* a caaual employee lo
work for a penod of not more than four consecutive hours
on any day. hi* wage may be reduced by not more than
50 per (Tii:
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